
 

Alien Shooter 2 The Legend

surviving is only half the game. the award-winning atmosphere
and gameplay mechanics of the original shadowgrounds make a
triumphant return in this spin off/sequel armed with a slick new
feature set! shadowgrounds survivor tells the story of the last

remaining humans on jupiter's moon ganymede, where the alien
onslaught is in full force. shadowgrounds survivor is developed by
the same company of the original, lava. shadowgrounds survivor
features the same great atmosphere, sound effects, soundtrack,
graphics, and gameplay. mutant dinosaurs first appearance on
third episode. these dinosaur-like alien creature are quite big,

large, fast moving, and quite stronger. they can easily break walls
with their sharp claws. their leader uses giant cannon on its back.
mutant dinosaurs almost same and similar with mutant bitters in
alien shooter 2. despite both them and the mutant bitters look
same and familiar, mutant dinosaurs don't have a self healing

ability while the mutant bitters do. mutant dinosaurs are later seen
again in alien shooter 2 as clones, helping the protagonist and

corporal jane. mutant dinosaurs first appearance on third episode.
these dinosaur-like alien creature are quite big, large, fast moving,

and quite stronger. they can easily break walls with their sharp
claws. their leader uses giant cannon on its back. mutant

dinosaurs almost same and similar with mutant bitters in alien
shooter 2. alien shooter 2 the legend is an ambitious follow-up to

the famous alien shooter series. it offers a huge game world, deep
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rpg system and a great variety of weapon types and equipment.
youre about to follow the mysterious story from the very beginning

the moment when the monsters appeared on the magma
corporations secret base. you will take part in global battles for the
survival of mankind. monster crowds the distinctive feature of the
whole game series became even bigger, and the bodies of fallen

beasts still remain on the battlefield. with time, the variety of
monsters grew vastly. some kinds of monsters mutated and now
present a serious threat to every savior of humanity. to keep up

with such a diverse alien army, the players abilities were
significantly expanded. try upgrading the player to match your

playing style and build your ultimate monster killing machine. so
again mankind is in danger! who has the courage to stand for it,

go through all the obstacles, unwind the tangle of mysterious
intrigues, and maybe find love
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Alien Shooter 2 The Legend

alien shooter 2 - the
legend contains three

main game modes:
campaign, survival and
endless. the campaign

mode features a variety
of missions, which

gradually increase in
difficulty. these
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missions, usually
mission 2 or 3, are

designed to teach the
player the rules of the
game and the controls.
the survival mode is a
good place to start if

you are a beginner, as
you will not be able to
use the d-pad or fire

your weapon, but you
will have to use the
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mouse to shoot, and
you will be able to

upgrade to the next
level when you are

killed. you will be able
to use your drone and
fuse to upgrade your

weapons in the survival
mode. finally, the

endless mode is a great
place to practice your

skills, as you will not be
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able to upgrade
anything in this mode.

horses appearance
starts from the fifth

level of the game, with
armor on. these aliens
are the fastest of all,

with the fastest speed
and the shortest run,
but their attack power

is the lowest and health
the least. yellow ones
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shoot plasma, red ones
shoot plasma and

lasers, blue ones shoot
missiles and lasers, and
the orange ones shoot

laser, missle and
explosive. dwarves

appearance starts from
the ninth level of the
game, without armor.
these aliens are the

smallest of all, with the
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lowest attack and
health, but they run
faster than all. blue

dwarves shoot plasma,
orange ones shoot

plasma and lasers, red
ones shoot lasers and
the green ones shoot

rockets. chapter 1: the
beginning, the good old
days (11 levels) chapter

2: the beginning, the
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not so good old days (5
levels) chapter 3: the

trek to the alien's lair (5
levels) chapter 4: at the

alien's lair (5 levels)
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